



 What if there were no governments?
 What if market forces determined all human 
behavior?
 How would this system function?
 What are the advantages and disadvantages?
Thought Experiment
 The End of the Nation-State
 Governmental policies, such as protectionism, 
inhibit economic growth
 Governments need to give economic autonomy 
to economic regions, and the standard of living 




 Individuals ought to be able to pursue their 
own success without being forced to support 
others
Ayn Rand
 Redefinition of corporation:
 Anything that buys, sells, or produces goods or 
services (Businesses, churches, schools, etc.)
 Competition within industries
 Supply
Corporations




 Following Ohmae, nation-state governments 
become less influential in the face of economics
 Governments may become more like security 
corporations
 World without borders, with free flow of labor, 
goods, services, and ideas
Implementation
 Infrastructure & Public Services
 Education
 Security
 Economic Peace Theory
 Security/Judicial Corporations
Replacing Government
 Market demand for ‘regulation’
 Green products
 The Monfort Plan
Regulation
 Physical contract with corporations
 Individuals choose their ‘governments’
The Social Contract
 2012 election: 29% of American populace voted 
for Obama
 In markets, 100% participation
 Majority demand is satisfied
 Minority demand is satisfied
Rule by Majority
 Protectionist policies reduce economic 
prosperity
 Removing ‘lobbyist’ groups reduces these 
inefficiencies
 Interest Groups can find corporations that 
address their needs (or even form their own 
corporation), but are forced to comply to 
market forces
Special Interest Groups
 Laws would not necessarily exist, because there 
would be no governments to enforce them
 Corporate Law
 Judicial corporations (corporations hire 
judiciaries to provide those services)
 Corporational Pacts
Crime
 Capitalism has a tendency to monopolize
 As competitors lose, they are absorbed by 
others
 Complete monopoly would be difficult to 
attain, but would also lead to the downfall of 
corporationalism
Monopoly
 World without governments
 World in which demand and production drive 
behavior
 Free flow of economic activity
Summary
